HOW DOES OUR SOCIETY LOOK LIKE AFTER THIS PANDEMIC?
A PASSIONATE PEAK INTO THE FUTURE EUROPEAN SOCIETY.

RESEARCH & THESIS

SURVEY

DEEPER UNDERSTANDING

SYNOPSIS OF THE 11 THESES

JOY FOR LIFE
Long-lasting sacrifice25, the desire for something new and the feeling to be able to
reward ourself, leads people to spoil themselves again. 7
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After the pandemic we enjoy our regained freedom to the fullest. Everyday
luxuries become people’s drugs. 6 Why wait until tomorrow? Companies that are
able to satisfy those impulsive needs and trigger the senses of their
customers now stand out. 18

1 I I more often treat myself to things that I denied myself before the pandemic.
2 I I make more plans for shopping, trips and experiences than before the pandemic.
3 I Compared to before the pandemic, I will treat myself to more rewards.
4 I Experiences and activities outside my home are more important to me than before the pandemic.

BODY IMPROVEMENT
The transmission of the virus was not caused by lack of hygiene, nevertheless we
associated that with the pandemic crisis. We developed doctors’ instructions to
wash our hands as a habit of safety.
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Our body awareness changed. While we focused on looks before, we now see
our bodies as fortresses we have to care for by exercising, taking vitamins and
healthy eating. A strong body, a strong system give us a feeling of being
protected. Communication has to reflect this new body image.

1 I I more often treat myself to things that I denied myself before the pandemic.
2 I I make more plans for shopping, trips and experiences than before the pandemic.
3 I Compared to before the pandemic, I will treat myself to more rewards.
4 I Experiences and activities outside my home are more important to me than before the pandemic.

DID IT MYSELF
On-demand economy and high maintenance society might come to an end. As
we were forced to solve our own problems.
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In the Recovery Society, we developed a mentality of actually getting things done.
Self-sufficiency, here we come. We are aware of our own abilities again. We
gained confidence and demand for brands to communicate at the same eye
level.7

1 I The pandemic has made me more open to taking on everyday challenges such as minor repairs or cooking experiments myself.
2 I I try to master my everyday life more than before, independently and without the help of others.
3 I Compared to before the pandemic, I am again more involved in things that I previously outsourced, e.g. cleaning, repairing and cooking.
4 I I have a greater interest in finding out for myself how things work and how problems are solved than before the pandemic.

CRITICAL MASS
Triggered by existential threats and complex global relations, we question
ourselves and our system more critically. 21,24 A new era of clarification begins.#
We as citizens become more critical.
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Whoever wants to reach consumers in the Recovery Society must come with
waterproof arguments and real transparency. The lowest price and on-demand
shopping are no longer the highest value for more than a few. 5 Communication
has to reflect fairness and honesty more than ever.

1 I Since the pandemic, I question things more critically than before.
2 I I inform myself more often about current news and its background than before the pandemic.
3 I Due to the pandemic, I inform myself more intensively on topics with which I have previously dealt little or not at all.
4 I I examine the arguments for or against a product or a brand more than before the pandemic.

COLLECTIVE EUPHORIA
The only way to survive the pandemic is by going through it together. 24 The
pandemic just wasn’t the right time to have a big ego.
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Positive feelings from overcoming difficult times have burned into our memory. 1,5,6
Brands that managed to make a similarly meaningful contribution during the
crisis as nurses, postal workers, everyday heroes are perceived and valued. 7,18, 22

1 I I feel more connected to the people around me than before the pandemic.
2 I Compared to before the pandemic, I feel that people who are willing to help and do things stand out positively.
3 I Since the pandemic, I perceive a higher readiness to help than before the pandemic.
4 I I have the impression that our society will have a stronger sense of community than before.

OPEN WOUNDS
The months of stress, lack of privacy, fear of the future, domestic violence,
human losses and the overload of feelings after life gained its normality again,
leave their mark. 14, 21
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Mental illnesses increase in a broad mass of people. Now is the time to be more
sensitive, communicate gently, and to stand by one another. Everything that now
brings wellbeing meets open ears and hearts. Brands that can provide healing
and help are expanding these as added value, and create a competitive
advantage beyond the pure product benefit.

1 I I have the impression that many people suffer more from mental stress due to the pandemic.
2 I I have the impression that after the pandemic, people will talk more openly and more often about mental illness.
3 I Since the pandemic, I am taking better care of my own mental health.
4 I Compared to before the pandemic, my perception is that there will be more offers for help with mental health problems.

AMBIENT WELLNESS
In times of the pandemic, rooms - if they weren’t our own - were potential
minefields full of viruses. 2 The stationary trade was dying, furthermore fueled by
curfews and increases in digital commerce. 15
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To bring customers back to the stores, the healing effect of a spa entered the
room affecting furniture and our sense of space. Physical actions are
simplified through digital or virtual services. 14 Minimalistic ambience, smaller
retail- and storage spaces,15 and fewer customers enable hygienic purchasing.

1 I Since the pandemic, it is more important to me that the shops where I go look healthy and organic.
2 I I prefer now suppliers who digitize part of my shopping (e.g. via Click & Collect).
3 I I am more concerned than before that I can make purchases as germ-free and contactless as possible.
4 I During the pandemic, I try to do some of my shopping virtually or digitally, for example by using virtual try-ons or home delivery.

LOCAL LOVERS
Globalization became the black sheep - as it made the virus spread this easily.
Still we depended on it. 24 To stay capable of acting economically, networks were
localized, supply chains simplified and temporary storages built. 1
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Beyond that, we as private consumers prefer domestic products and offers,
that give us a feeling of home and create our culture. 2 Companies that support
this feeling appear approachable and save themselves a space in customers’
hearts.

1 I I try to support local restaurants, shops and producers more than before the pandemic.
2 I The pandemic has made me more interested in the routes taken by the products I buy.
3 I Compared to before the pandemic, I prefer suppliers who produce their products locally or regionally.
4 I Since the pandemic, I find It more important than before that stores make supply chains transparent and keep them as short as possible.

MY BRO-WSER
Social distancing made the internet our best friend. Life shifted to the web:
Hobbies, education, payment, doctor’s appointments (telemedicine) 1.14,16 – even
for people being reluctant about digital services before.
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The browser as service point – it took a global virus to finally be accepted by
everyone.24, 31 Brands, that transfer their touchpoints and services into the digital
world are favoured. 8 Others get forgotten under the consumers’ demands.

1 I Due to the pandemic, I am turning more to web offers e.g. for sports, education or finance.
2 I Compared to before the pandemic, I prefer companies that are digitally accessible in all aspects.
3 I I pay more attention now that before to whether the institutions that are important to me, such as doctors, [...] are accessible online.
4 I The pandemic has made me more open to digital services, from advice on professional and private matters to the organization of leisure activities.

DIGITAL STRIPTEASE
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In isolation, the desire for social contact increased. 7 We soon realized how little
comments or likes are worth when you are alone. 11,17 The social networks
became social again and users' attention switched from newsfeeds to the more
private messaging features. And a new form of aesthetics was rising: authentic
stay-at-home content 17 – not instagrammable, but warm, compassionate and
creative. 10,15,18,25,28
If you want to reach the Recovery Society on social media, you need to
communicate on a personal level and rely on creativity to impress customers.

1 I I now use social media more often to interact and be in contact with the people I care about.
2 I Since the pandemic, I have the feeling that social media content is more authentic.
3 I Since the pandemic, I am taking better care of my own mental health.
4 I Compared to before the pandemic, my perception is that there will be more offers for help with mental health problems.

THE HUMBLE HUMAN
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Covid-19 shows us how defeatable we really are. A virus of microscopic size
paralyzed the lives of millions around the globe, while Mother Nature started to
breathe again. 20 The pandemic shows us how easy environmental protection can
be implemented.
We question our selfishness and arrogance as a species more consciously.
Companies that facilitate and enable conscious consumption are favoured
more than ever before.

1 I Since the pandemic, environmental protection is more important to me.
2 I I check more than before to what extent the products I buy do not harm the environment.
3 I Compared to before the pandemic, I am more interested in finding out whether my favorite companies are doing something to protect the environment.
4 I It is more important to me than before to consume consciously and sustainably.

CONSUMER INSIGHT SURVEY

THE HUMBLE HUMAN
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Covid-19 shows us how defeatable we really are. A virus of microscopic
size paralyzed the lives of millions around the globe, while Mother Nature started
to breathe again. 20 The pandemic shows us how easy environmental protection
can be implemented.
We question our selfishness and arrogance as a species more consciously.
Companies that facilitate and enable conscious consumption are favoured
more than ever before.

1 I Since the pandemic, environmental protection is more important to me.
2 I I check more than before to what extent the products I buy do not harm the environment.
3 I Compared to before the pandemic, I am more interested in finding out whether my favorite companies are doing something to protect the environment.
4 I It is more important to me than before to consume consciously and sustainably.

SURVEY DESIGN
Questionnaire:
-

11 thesis were operationalized in 4 questions each and divided in
2 questionnaire versions A and B > Participants were randomly assigned to
questionnaire versions

-

5 point likert scale (Not agree at all – fully agree)

-

Ø correlation of items measuring the same thesis:
Sample A: r = .519 | Sample B: r = .547

Sociodemographics:
-

Questionnaire: Relationship status, number of children in household, professional
status and industry

-

Via TRNDsphere: age, gender and country

SAMPLE
-

N = 37,027 from 12 European countries

-

Ø Age = 39.66 years (A = 39.56; B = 39.78)

-

Ø Number of children = 1.02 (A = 1.03; B = 1.01)

-

Gender ratio: 86.2% female (A = 86.3%; B = 86.1%)
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55%
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52%
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51%

44%

JOY FOR
LIFE

42%

DID IT
MYSELF

DEEP DIVE
#1 The pandemic has made me more open to
taking on everyday challenges such as minor
repairs or cooking experiments myself.

64%

#2 I try to master my everyday life more than
before, independently and without the help of
others.

61%

#3 Compared to before the pandemic, I am
again more involved in things that I previously
outsourced, e.g. cleaning, repairing and cooking.

51%

#4 I have a greater interest in finding out for
myself how things work and how problems are
solved than before the pandemic.

59%

59%

_ Gen Z is "class leader" in all aspects of "Did It

Myself", expanding their own skills (agreement
scores range from 62-72%)

_ Also Millennials are open to take on everyday
challenges by themselves (66%)

_ Especially couples living in together with at least one
child have greater interest in finding out how things
work (60-62%)

_ In general, consumers want to know how things

work and at the same time consume sustainably (r
=.501), perceive balanced lifestyle as important
health protection (r=.502) and are more open to
digital services for mastering their lives (r=.533)

FOCUS: COMMERCE
#1 I more often treat myself to things that I
denied myself before the pandemic.
| JOY FOR LIFE

28%

#2 I am more concerned than before that I can
make purchases as germ-free and contactless as
possible.
| AMBIENT WELLNESS

70%

#3 I prefer now suppliers who digitize part of my
shopping (e.g. via Click & Collect).
| AMBIENT WELLNESS

39%

#4 I pay more attention now that before to
whether the institutions that are important to me,
such as employers, doctors, providers of leisure
activities… are accessible online.
| MY BRO-WSER

67%

LOCAL LOVERS: 3 out of 4 items

64%

_ Despite being deprived of entertainment and

shopping opportunities during the pandemic,
people do not compensate by more consumption
(#1 being on of the bottom five questions in the
survey)

_ People want to shop germ-free but do not

necessarily use digital shopping opportunities
(Difference between #2 and #3)

_ Gen Z prefers digitization in every aspect (#4 = 74%,
related questions on same level)

_ Especially older generations (Gen X, Boomers,

Silent Agers) and people with kids want to support
regional businesses

COUNTRY RANKING

MORE INSIGHTS ?

MORE INSIGHTS ?
Our consumer research experts could dive into many more details, comparisons and
correlations based on the following sociodemographic criteria ...
GENDER: male vs female breakouts
RELATIONSHIP STATUS: single vs in a relationship vs living together
HOUSEHOLD: single, couple, single parent, family, # of children, etc
OCCUPATION: student, unemployed, trainee, young/experienced professional
INDUSTRY: architecture, auditing, automotive, crafts, education, energy, engineering,
finance, health, insurance, IT, logistics, marketing & media, medical, public service,
telecoms, tourism, trade, etc

YOU WANT MORE?
You want to talk to a super motivated agency about what’s next?
You are interested in more deep dives for your target group or country?
You want to discuss how your brand can succeed after Corona?

CONTACT US: recovery.society@territory.group
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